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This paper describes a set of waste management Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) written in the python language
and using the Pandas, NumPy, Matplotlib, Basemap, Haversine and other big data analytics libraries. These access open
datasets provided by the City of Wyndham, in Melbourne, Australia’s western suburbs and stored on the Australian
government’s open data portal. These APIs read the data and process it to make it more useful to stakeholders including
council administrators, waste management contractors and the general public. They provide visualization of the data in the
form of plots of smart bin locations and fullnesses on maps accessed from Esri’s ArcGIS API; bar charts of the frequency of
fullness levels for both individual bins and all bins; and line charts of the fullness levels of a specified bin over time. The
routes which can be followed by waste collection trucks are also given in terms of the legs from one bin to the next,
specified in Javascript Object Notation (JSON) and also plotted on city street maps. These form heuristic solutions to the
waste collection vehicle routing problem. The code used in the APIs is potentially transferable to analyses of data from
other smart bin systems and other local government areas.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A smart city is one which uses information and communication technology (ICT) to monitor and control city
functions such as transport, utilities and waste management. This is facilitated by a system of sensors which
monitor levels of traffic, energy usage, waste, etc and feed the data into central servers, which allow access to
it and may take control action via actuators. The aim is more efficient planning and control, and enhanced
liveability and sustainability. The data is termed big data as it may be much larger - terabytes, petabytes and
larger - and more varied than traditional data, and may be stored on a cloud or processed in real time. Much
big data is open to the public, and may be accessed over the Internet using Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs). These APIs are of many kinds, some just provide access to raw data, others provide
services derived from processing the data, which may include merging multiple datasets and applying various

forms of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to support decision makers. An API is specified by its inputs - requests sent
to a server, responses sent from the server and method of access, termed its endpoint.
Governments throughout the world are striving for greater efficiency and sustainability, and local
governments seek to make their cities smarter. Australian local governments have made much of their data
publicly available, but APIs are needed to get more value than can be derived from raw data. This paper
describes a set of waste management APIs which access open datasets provided by the City of Wyndham, in
Melbourne’s western suburbs [1]. The purposes of the APIs are to enable better planning of bin placement
and emptying times, to avoid unnecessary visits to empty bins, and prevent overflowing bins.
2 WASTE MANAGEMENT DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Management of a city’s waste is a complex process as there are many kinds of waste which may require
different disposal or recycling methods. Further, there are multiple stakeholders who play a part, including
local council administrators, waste truck owners and operators, and managers of dumps and recycling
facilities [2]. Decisions which must be made include how to classify waste, how to manage each kind of waste,
where to locate garbage bins, when to empty the bins, what routes trucks should take, and where the waste
should be taken. These decisions must take into account that the amounts and kinds of waste produced by a
city’s residents vary from place to place and from time to time. Household garbage bins are generally emptied
in weekly collections, while council-owned smart bins may be emptied when needed, based on Internet of
Things (IoT) sensor data transmitted via Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) on their current status. The work
described here only deals with council-owned smart bins.
There is a huge literature on waste management decision support systems, with many kinds of models
proposed to address the different types of physical infrastructure, IoT technologies and software analytics [3,
4]. These models used can be subdivided into Operations Research (OR) and ICT [3], although these are not
mutually exclusive categories. The solution methods within these categories may be further subdivided into
mathematical programming and geographical information system (GIS)-based [5]. Belien et al. [6] classify
solution methods into mathematical programming, metaheuristics, other heuristics and other methods
including simulation.
Mathematical programming methods are described in detail by Lu et al. [7], Ramos et al. [8] and Omara et
al. [9]. Recent studies using heuristic methods include the binary bat algorithm [10], genetic algorithm [11],
and machine learning [12]. GIS-based solutions are described by Arribas et al. [13] and Ristic et al. [14].
Further, GIS-based software packages are available from the major GIS vendors Esri [15] and Google [16] as
well as many smaller vendors [17].
It should be noted that most of the aforementioned studies evaluate the effectiveness of particular solution
methods using simulation. Since the recent widespread adoption of smart bin systems, most simulations now
assume that decision makers know the status of their bins in deciding how best to collect and dispose of
municipal waste. However, as noted by Melare et al. [3, page 582], better decision making for waste
management can be expected through the use of business intelligence tools and techniques, such as data
mining and multidimensional analysis to transform raw data into meaningful and useful information. The suite
of APIs developed by the authors is an exemplar for these sorts of tools. They provide various visualizations
of the raw data, together with heuristic solutions to the waste collection vehicle routing problem.
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3 LOCAL GOVERNMENT OPEN DATASETS IN AUSTRALIA
3.1 APIs for accessing government data
Australian government open datasets are stored and managed on the data portal: https://data.gov.au, using
the platform MAGDA (Making Australian Government Data Available). The Representational State Transfer
(REST) protocol and the JSON data format are used. Various APIs are provided for accessing and visualizing
this data, which may be classified as Authorization, Content, Correspondence, etc. [18]. MAGDA employs
software from several commercial vendors, including OpenDataSoft, Socrata and Esri. The portal has over
30,000 open datasets from federal. state and local governments. Australian local councils from all states and
the Australian Capital Territory had published over 2,400 datasets as at April 2020 [2].
3.2 City of Wyndham smart bins datasets
The Wyndham City Council (WCC) has had a smart bins system since 2018 to monitor waste and recyclable
garbage in the suburbs of Werribee and Point Cook in its Local Government Area (LGA). This system is
similar to the Singapore-based Smartbin system described by Folianto et al. [19]. Ultrasound sensors placed
in the smart bins monitor the fullness and other attributes of the bins. The data is then put online in the form of
three datasets. One (the smart bins dataset) describes the bin’s type, location, etc, another (the smart bins fill
level dataset) adds the daily fill level, and a third (the smart bins daily fill level dataset) stores accumulated
daily readings. These datasets have been analysed by one of the authors using python big data analytics,
both to visualize the data in various ways, and to develop heuristic route planning algorithms for waste
collection trucks. The full python code, API endpoints and instructions for using each of the APIs are
documented in [20].
4 BIG DATA ANALYTICS USING PYTHON LIBRARIES
The JSON datasets used in this study are all semi-structured, ie. have internal tags and markings that identify
separate data elements, that enable information grouping and hierarchies. The python language is now a
mature technology with many open source libraries suitable for this sort of data [21]. The analysis process
and main libraries used are depicted in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Python big data analytics libraries used for this study and web hosting application.

4.1 Data Analysis and Visualization
The Pandas library is used for data analysis and manipulation. It allows importing data in various file formats
such as comma-separated values (CSV), JSON and Structured Query Language (SQL). It enables various
data manipulations such as merging, reshaping, selecting and data cleaning.
NumPy is a scientific computing library, written in C and python, that supports large, multi-dimensional
arrays with a rich collection of high-level mathematics functions. The Pandas library uses NumPy under the
hood.
Matplotlib and Seaborn are plotting libraries written in python. They can be used interactively from the
python shell to create pop-up windows with just a few commands.
4.2 Mapping and Route Planning
The Basemap toolkit is an extension of the Matplotlib library used for visualization of geographic data. It
transforms geographical coordinates to various map projections. It can access the ArcGIS REST API [15] for
plotting world street maps, which are used in the APIs described in this paper.
The Haversine or great circle distance is the angular distance between two points on the surface of a
sphere [22], given their longitudes and latitudes. The formula can be coded using the NumPy library, but our
APIs simply use the python Haversine library.
4.3 Model Hosting and Application
Flask is a lightweight Web Server Gateway Interface (WSGI) or web application framework used for creating
web apps and APIs [23]. Its purpose is to map Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests to python
functions. These requests include POST, GET, PUT and DELETE types, although we only used POST and
GET in our APIs. Flask runs the code in the function and displays the returned response in a HTTP Client.
Postman is a simple HTTP Client which executes requests and renders responses [24]. There is a standalone version which runs on Microsoft Windows, and a Postman Extension to some browsers including
Google Chrome, which allows POST requests to be passed to Flask.
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5 APIS DEVELOPED FOR CITY OF WYNDHAM SMART BINS SYSTEM
The figures in the following subsections depict the main graphical responses produced by the APIs (Figures
2-5), and the results of further analyses of the data using Microsoft Excel (Figures 6-8). They are meant to
show the value added to the raw data by the API functionality. For example, knowing the mean fill levels of
each bin can inform decisions on bin placement and frequency of emptying, and knowing the distances
travelled by waste collection trucks for given collection thresholds can inform route planning.
5.1 Street Maps of Bin Fullnesses
This API reads the WCC smart bins fill level dataset and the ArcGIS API, and generates a colour-coded map
showing the Werribee CBD with the bins’ locations and fullness levels. This is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Street map of Werribee CBD showing smart bin fullnesses.
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5.2 Bar Charts of Bin Fullnesses
This API reads the WCC smart bins fill level dataset and produces a bar chart showing the latest fullness of
each bin. This is shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Bar chart of all smart bin fullnesses for a particular timestamp.

5.3 Line Charts of Fullnesses
This API reads the WCC smart bins daily fill level dataset, and inputs a JSON request with the bin serial
number. The response is a line chart of that bin’s fill level. As there are many days worth of data in the
relevant Pandas DataFrame, it is convenient to select only 100 days of data for plotting, as shown in Figure 4
below.

Fi
Figgure 4: Line chart of a particular smart bin fullness versus timestamp.
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5.4 Maps of Waste Collection Routes
This API reads the WCC smart bins fill level dataset and inputs a JSON request with the required threshold
level for collection. The Pandas DataFrames are sorted by geographical coordinates and/or fullnesses, and
the route determined using the Haversine python library [22]. The response is a streetmap of either the
Werribee CBD, the Point Cook CBD or both, with the waste collection truck route marked for both waste and
recyclables. Another API uses similar processing but outputs the route as a JSON file containing a series of
pairs of bin numbers. Figure 5 below shows an example.

Figure 5: Streetmap of Werribee CBD showing waste collection vehicle routes, for a threshold level of 0.

5.5 Bar Charts of Average Fullnesses
This API reads the WCC smart bins daily fill level dataset and the response is the mean fill level of each bin
since data collection began. Figure 6 below is a bar chart produced by Microsoft Excel after sorting the data
in increasing order of mean fill level.
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Figure 6: Bar chart of mean fill levels of all bins since data collection started.

5.6 Vehicle Routing Problem Heuristics
A special python program was written to calculate the average route distances for all days since data
collection began. These are plotted for two threshold levels (2 and 4 respectively) in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Line charts of average collection vehicle route distances travelled, for threshold levels of 2 and 4.

This program does not use an API, but reads both the WCC bins dataset and the WCC daily fill level
dataset from their URLs. The threshold level is input via the code and the program calculates the route for
each day, and the average distance travelled for both waste and recyclables. These distances are plotted
against threshold in Figure 8 below (an Excel stacked chart).
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Figure 8: Plot of average collection vehicle route distances travelled, versus threshold level

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a suite of APIs developed by the authors to assist waste management decision making
in an Australian local government area. The APIs convert raw IoT sensor data into charts which provide
visualization of the data in the form of maps of smart bin locations and fullnesses, bar charts of the frequency
of fullness levels for both individual bins and all bins; and line charts of the fullnesses of a specified bin over
time. The routes which can be followed by waste collection trucks are also given in terms of the legs from one
bin to the next, specified in Javascript Object Notation (JSON) and also plotted on city street maps. These
form heuristic solutions to the waste collection vehicle routing problem. The code used in the APIs is
potentially transferable to analyses of data from other smart bin systems and other local government areas.
The APIs described here require further testing by stakeholders and before entering the production stage
will require containerization and deployment to a cloud server. The heuristic waste collection routes based on
the data analysis described here could also be compared with routes based on mathematical programming
and GIS models, to determine whether such more computationally intensive methods really add much value.
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